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Dairy
40 lb. blocks $1.5065 $1.6525 ($0.146)

CME is still softening with increased milk production 
and larger herd yeilds.  If  this trend continues milk 
production could be slowed in the comming months.   

Beef

Beef  production rose which reduced the common 
retail meats, while manufacturing meat prices contin-
ued to climb.  

Price        LstMonth                     Diff

50% Trimming $0.820 $0.770  $0.577
Price        LstMonth                      PY

Poultry
Whole Wing $1.916 $1.935 $1.780

Chicken production is slightly up over last year, 
although the average bird weight is 0.2% lower than 
last year.  We expect a slowing of  chicken production 
and pricing to slowly rise.

Price        LstMonth                      PY
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Last month’s article on pepperoni costs elicited a strong reaction as distributors and 
operators alike realized the breadth of  the issues facing our industry and the implica-
tions for meat cost and capacity.  This month we update you on the situation as well 
as provide future cost expectations for other ingredients in 2017.

First the bad news.  Pepperoni and other pork and beef  products will continue to 
climb in price.  The March changes in pepperoni pricing by leading manufacturers was 
$.15-.20 per pound, up 8% in one month. The basic ingredients of  pepperoni (pork 
and beef) continue to be priced at historically high levels. Pork 72’s, an oft used 
primary input, generally cost $.40-.50 per pound fob plant. Pork 72’s averaged just 
$.36 per pound in December of  2015 and $.53 per pound in 2016. Today Pork 72’s 
cost $.68 per pound, a 24% increase since the first of  the year.

Beef, usually the second ingredient in pepperoni, has seen an even greater increase in 
cost. Beef  50’s (50% trim), have increased in cost from $.37 per pound average in 
December 2016 to $.79 per pound in mid-February to $.96 per pound in mid-March; 
a 160% increase.  There are numerous conspiracy theories about the causes of  these 
changes, but deliberate industry capacity consolidation and raw material spot short-
ages are at least contributing factors. Some experts point to the lack of  actively traded 
futures as well, but in a concentrated industry one wonders how this could happen.
Implications include supplier changes and spot shortages in product, not to mention 
large increases in distributor costs. The good news relative to pepperoni and other 
related pork and beef  products is that additional capacity is being planned and build 
by reputable suppliers. Increased production will likely help to moderate costs begin-
ning in the summer. One of  the priceless attributes which we appreciate in foodser-
vice (unlike retail) is that it is still a people business.  Those companies which take care 
of  their customers well will earn long lasting loyalty and business.

Other key ingredient categories have not been adversely affected by weather or capac-
ity.  Despite California milk production declining slightly, overall US production 
increased by 2.7% in 2016. Wholesale CME block cheese prices have decreased since 
the beginning of  the year, declining by $.20-.25 per pound depending on the product. 
The decrease in the last ten days has been almost $.10 per pound which will be realized 
by distributors and operators during April. Cheese production has increased along 
with milk production, keeping inventories relatively high. Exports are also recovering, 
but are not expected to have an adverse price impact at current levels. Lower animal 
feed costs have helped keep costs under control.  Wholesale block cheese prices are 
currently below their five-year average, but are expected to increase modestly through 
the year.  

In addition to weather and other unknowns, this year offers additional risks to the 

food and agricultural industry in the form of  changes in government budgets and 
regulations. Embedded in this are a variety of  ag industry subsidies and regulations 
which, if  changed, could quickly benefit or hurt the various components of  the food 
industry. So too will be any changes in foreign policy which restricts or alters the cost 
structure of  food imports and exports.
Poultry product costs have been like 2016, but chicken breast and tenderloin prices are 
expected to increase 10-15% in the second quarter due to seasonal factors. Chicken 
production costs also benefit from low grain costs, but average bird weights have not 
increased compared to last year. While breast costs will go higher, wing costs should 
come down following the end of  football and winter sports.
Oil costs have been relatively flat except for olive oil due to the persistent drought in 
Spain. Fortunately, import price increases have been largely offset by the rising value 
of  the US$ compared to the Euro. At the current 1.06 US dollars per Euro, the value 
of  our currency for purchasing many imported goods is a full 10% better than last 
year.
Domestic grain supplies are still a question mark given heavy snows in North Dakota 
and Canada leading to planting delays.  However, the USDA reported that this year 
farmers have planted the smallest number of  wheat acres in 100 years. We expect 
seasonal support due to crop concerns but the offset is large domestic wheat stocks. 
Overall, there is no upside price momentum.
Please contact your local Bellissimo distributor for up to date information on ingredi-
ent cost changes and option.  Additional questions can be emailed to 
Marketing@BellissimoFoods.com.  We’ll keep you updated on these issues during the 
year.  Please remember that Bellissimo and the hundreds of  Bellissimo distributor reps 
around the country are pizza experts and are dedicated to the continued success of  
independents – where quality lives!

BELLISSIMO
FOODS

By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods
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DON’T FOLLOW CHAINSCOST FORECAST?
While reading an article in the most recent Pizza Today 
magazine, one particular quote caught my eye.  The author, 
Scott Wiener, and founder of  a Pizza Tour in NYC said, 
“In late 2015, the head of  a major food company suggested 
to investors that their ailing pizza chain should concentrate 
less on making good food and more on making their food 
easier to buy....the blatant disregard for the end product 
really hit me.  Independent pizzeria operators often follow 
the cues of  their biggest competitors, but this one feels like a 
shotgun bang at the beginning of  the race to the bottom.”  

Bellissimo is the company dedicated to the growth 
and success of  the independent pizzeria. We agree 
that most independents ultimately take some cues 
from larger chains, but that is the wrong approach.  
The strength of  the independent operator lies in 
their ability to make a high quality product, adjust 
to local markets and trends, uniquely market them-
selves in their local area, and source local products 
effectively.  

By Daniel Thor,  Bellissimo Foods

Chains, as we refer to them here, are the large national chains. That by 
definition do not have the ability to be unique on a local level.  Large 
chains might can create apps that let you order via emoji, but they don’t 
know where customers go on Friday night, or when a local eggplant 
farmer has a delicious fresh crop, or the ability to change their menu to 
suit the needs of  a growing subsect of  people to meet the needs of  the 
changing landscape.  
We have talked a lot about the importance for independent pizzerias and 
restaurants to differentiate themselves through quality.  A high quality 
product and a menu that changes with current market trends is surpris-
ingly more elastic than a menu that is positioned to compete with the 
cheapest price in the area.  It is impossible for independents to compete 
on a cost scale because of  the vast quantities of  products that the national 
chains buy.  And even harder to stay competitive given how easy it is to 
compare prices online.  But we CAN serve higher quality ingredients, in a 
more creative way to attract the customers that will pay for food that is 
deserving of  the higher price.  
It might be scary trying to increase prices when margins are already extra 
thin, but it is doable.  We suggest partnering more closely with your local 
Bellissimo Foods distributor.  The Bellissimo network of  distributors 
specialize in the pizza and Italian segments and have the products and 
knowledge available to set you apart from larger chains.  They, like you are 
independently owned and have been serving their local communities for 
generations.  THEY KNOW PIZZA and are ready to take you to a higher 
quality level.  For more information about the Bellissimo Foods group, its 
members or our products please see us at www.bellissimofoods.com.

The Pizza Experts



Proud Distributor of 

Mexico is the largest foreign supplier of  sugar to the 
US market, but availability of  imported sugar from 
Mexico started becoming scarce late last year due to 
the suspension of  a 2014 trade deal between the two 
countries that set prices and quota for imported Mexi-
can sugar.  Mexico and the US have been working to 
re-work the trade deals since late last year but in the 
interim a limited number of  suppliers received export 
permits so supply of  sugar could continue.  The 
permits dictated the amount of  sugar that can be sent 
to the US border for the six month period ending 
March 31, 2017.  

Despite loads being ready to ship, Mexico’s sugar 
chamber sent a letter on Monday March 6th suspend-
ing all export permits suggesting that existing permits 
had reached their quota leaving suppliers and custom-
ers at a standstill.   The suspensions have disrupted 
supplies throughout the country on top of  already 
tight supply and high prices.  

A source told Reuters news that, “The move affected 
54 permits from 23 mills”, although there is no word 
on how much total sugar is affected, and new permits 
wouldn’t issue until April.    

U.S. sugar prices have soared since late last year when 
the US withdrew for the 2014 trade deal that placed 
large duties on sugar from Mexico.  The U.S. domes-
tic raw sugar contract on ICE Futures U.S. settled at 
31.71 cents per lb on Tuesday March 7th, the highest 
in nearly five years, with US sugar imports being the 
lowest since 2011-12.  

Sugar supply should begin again shortly after April 1, 
but until then large users of  Mexican sugar are 
without product.  Don’t be surprised if  you see some 
changing prices in the local or retails sectors in the 
near future.  

COST FORECAST-  CONTINUED

regulations. Embedded in this are a variety of  ag industry subsidies and 
regulations which, if  changed, could quickly benefit or hurt the various 
components of  the food industry. So too will be any changes in foreign 
policy which restricts or alters the cost structure of  food imports and 
exports.
Poultry product costs have been like 2016, but chicken breast and tender-
loin prices are expected to increase 10-15% in the second quarter due to 
seasonal factors. Chicken production costs also benefit from low grain 
costs, but average bird weights have not increased compared to last year. 
While breast costs will go higher, wing costs should come down following 
the end of  football and winter sports.
Oil costs have been relatively flat except for olive oil due to the persistent 
drought in Spain. Fortunately, import price increases have been largely 
offset by the rising value of  the US$ compared to the Euro. At the current 
1.06 US dollars per Euro, the value of  our currency for purchasing many 
imported goods is a full 10% better than last year.
Domestic grain supplies are still a question mark given heavy snows in 
North Dakota and Canada leading to planting delays.  However, the USDA 
reported that this year farmers have planted the smallest number of  wheat 
acres in 100 years. We expect seasonal support due to crop concerns but 
the offset is large domestic wheat stocks. Overall, there is no upside price 
momentum.
Please contact your local Bellissimo distributor for up to date information 
on ingredient cost changes and option.  Additional questions can be 
emailed to Marketing@BellissimoFoods.com.  We’ll keep you updated on 
these issues during the year.  Please remember that Bellissimo and the 
hundreds of  Bellissimo distributor reps around the country are pizza 
experts and are dedicated to the continued success of  independents – 
where quality lives!

MEXICO’S CANCELLATION OF SUGAR 
EXPORT PERMITS TO THE US.

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS
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Talk to your distributor about CUSTOM BLENDING your ingredients, 
to achieve CONSISTENTLY superior, flavorful results each and every time.

1-800-ALLSPICE
www.allseasonings.com

For all your SPICE 
and INGREDIENT needs.

800-813-2974 • bellissimofoods.com

First ImpressionFirst Impression
Makes a Lasting

DELIVERING 
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN
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ITEM SPOTLIGHT

CHAINS- CONTINUED

Chains, as we refer to them here, are the large national chains. That by 
definition do not have the ability to be unique on a local level.  Large 
chains might can create apps that let you order via emoji, but they 
don’t know where customers go on Friday night, or when a local 
eggplant farmer has a delicious fresh crop, or the ability to change 
their menu to suit the needs of  a growing subsect of  people to meet 
the needs of  the changing landscape.  
We have talked a lot about the importance for independent pizzerias 
and restaurants to differentiate themselves through quality.  A high 
quality product and a menu that changes with current market trends is 
surprisingly more elastic than a menu that is positioned to compete 
with the cheapest price in the area.  It is impossible for independents 
to compete on a cost scale because of  the vast quantities of  products 
that the national chains buy.  And even harder to stay competitive 
given how easy it is to compare prices online.  But we CAN serve 
higher quality ingredients, in a more creative way to attract the custom-
ers that will pay for food that is deserving of  the higher price.  
It might be scary trying to increase prices when margins are already 
extra thin, but it is doable.  We suggest partnering more closely with 
your local Bellissimo Foods distributor.  The Bellissimo network of  
distributors specialize in the pizza and Italian segments and have the 
products and knowledge available to set you apart from larger chains.  
They, like you are independently owned and have been serving their 
local communities for generations.  THEY KNOW PIZZA and are 
ready to take you to a higher quality level.  For more information about 
the Bellissimo Foods group, its members or our products please see us 
at www.bellissimofoods.com.

Bellissimo Select Crispy Flyers are the perfect wing for any restaurant 
application.  Our fully cooked wing prepares in minutes, and the 
marinated crunchy breading will add the taste and texture that your 
customers expect from a wing.  These wings make an excellent appetizer, 
party plate or entree items, just don't forget the blue cheese or ranch.    

The Bellissimo Crispy Fliers can be cooked in a deep fryer, convection, 
or conventional oven.  Call 1-800-472-8700 for a sample today.  

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS





A Dallop of Daisy
Delco Foods is proud to offer items from Daisy Brand.  They offer clean labelled products with incredible taste.  Like
us, they are a family company who strives to provide products in which they take great pride. Their dedication to pure
ingredients with no preservatives makes for great-tasting products and sets them apart from others.

Daisy 4% Small Cottage Cheese
(#1004830)     6/1.5#

Daisy Cottage Cheese is rich, creamy and delightfully
delicious. Made with simple ingredients, this protein-

packed snack will power you through the day.

Daisy Sour Cream (#180100)     4/5#
Daisy Sour Cream Packets (#180105)     100/1 oz

What makes Daisy America’s favorite sour cream? It
could be the creamy taste, the freshness, or that it’s

simply pure with no additives or preservatives.



www.delcofoods.com

Comments & Questions
Please contact us toll free at 800.536.1234,

locally at 317.876.1951,
or visit us online at www.delcofoods.com.

We truly value your opinion.

Employee Spotlight
If you are a Delco Foods
customer, there’s a good chance
you’ve spoken with Andrew
Dorsett.  For the past year,
Andrew has been helping many
Delco restaurants as a Customer
Service Representative.  As a
former Consumer Sales
Executive for the Indiana Pacers,
Andrew brought a set of customer
relations skills to his position and

is fond of all of the various encounters with his Delco
customers.  “I enjoy interacting with customers on a daily
basis, being able to assist in any possible way to support
them,” Andrew explains.  Fellow Customer Service Rep,
Mary Coats, sees Andrew’s willingness to help every
day.  Mary says, “Andrew is a very friendly guy; always
doing his best to help his customers.”  Business Manager,
Tim Walker agrees, “Andrew brings a lot of energy and
enthusiasm to our group.  He really works hard to take
care of the customers he serves.”

A perk of the job?  Andrew enjoys any opportunity to be
part of a cutting or tasting that takes place in the Delco
test kitchen.  “It is a great opportunity to learn firsthand
what a product is all about,” he says.  This product
knowledge helps Andrew better service his customers
looking for a specific item or taste profile.

In his spare time, Andrew spends his time with his son,
Lincoln (born last September) and his fiancée, Erika.
When he’s not helping to plan their June wedding, he
can be found shooting hoops or playing billiards.  As a
sports fanatic, Andrew also enjoys watching Rugby, the
St Louis Cardinals, IU Men’s Basketball and the Indiana
Pacers, to name a few.

Delco Foods is happy to have Andrew as part of our
Customer Service Team.

Andrew’s favorite saying...
“It’s hard to beat a person

that never gives up.” – Babe Ruth



Driver of the Year
Congratulations to Joe Etter – Delco Foods’ 2016 Driver of the Year!   Delco drivers accumulate
points quarterly based on set criteria.  Some of the criteria includes delivery accuracy, customer
feedback, equipment maintenance, driving record and attendance to name a few.  The driver with
the most points for the year is awarded the title “Driver of the Year”.

Joe has been delivering groceries for Delco for nearly 18 years.  He has spent all of his career
life in the restaurant industry and his level of customer service proves it.  Sales Representative,

Bob Poehlein, sums it up best by saying, “Joe Etter has become the third legend in southwestern Indiana.  He has a great
relationship with all of his customers and will climb through a truck to find a product for a customer if they need it
before he delivers to them.”  Sales Representative, Mark Turner, shares a similar sentiment saying, “Joe knows the job
and is truly interested in doing the best for our customers.  He will call (regardless of the hour) if he sees a potential
mistake or issue.  His recent honor is well deserved!”

Joe has seen many changes at Delco in his 18 years of service.  “Along with a bigger and better building, the amount of
trucks and drivers has more than doubled,” Joe says.

Joe and his wife, Darlene, have been married 38 years and have a son, Matthew (Natalie) and a grandson, Joe.  When
he’s not spending time with his family, Joe enjoys boating, walking in the woods and playing with his dogs – Remy
(terrier mix) and Luca (pit bull mix).

Delco Foods is impressed with Joe’s outstanding record and level of commitment to the Delco customers.

Joe’s favorite saying – “Do it right the first time”.




